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I’m on my InternetMarketingSpeed and I’m about to install a brand new plugin which is going 

to make it easy for me to collect email addresses. Apart from the people subscribing here, and 

after the posts that I have, what I want to do is actually get people to opt-in after they watch 

the video. 

 

So if I click on this post here, you’ll see that I have a YouTube video with an interview of 

Drayton Bird, and after the post I have an opt-in which is great, but what I want to do is I want 
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my opt-in to show up here and I want this player to be a bit cleaner. You can see that it’s got 

all these stuff here. There are plugins that make this much cleaner and prettier. 

 

  

Let’s do this. First thing is I need to login to my Dashboard. Now I’m going to go to add new 

plugin. I’m going to upload a plugin I purchased called LeadPlayer. I’m going to choose the file 

for LeadPlayer here and find it on my computer. I’m actually selecting the entire Zip file and 

select install now. Next is I’m going to activate the plugin. 

 

Now I can see LeadPlayer down here. 
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I need to paste my license key here, success! Now it’s simply a matter of formatting and this is 

so simple. 

 

Default video settings. I want to use an opt-in and I want to include an opt-in box. 
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I want to add it to Office Autopilot so I’m going to put new email list and I’m going to select 

Office Autopilot. My list name will be InternetMarketingSpeed. I login to Office Autopilot now 

and I select “Manage SmartForms.” I select InternetMarketingSpeed as the list that I would like 

to use and I simply get the publish form option and HTML version. I’m going to grab all of that, 

copy it, and paste it into here, save it. 
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Now you can select the headline here. 

 

Allow Skipping, No, because it’s going at the end of my video. 

 

The URL, if I hover here the users redirect to after they have filled out the opt-in at the end of 

the video. I’m going to send them to the thank you success page that I have setup. I’m going 
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to save these settings. If you’re not sure about anything you just hover and it’s got this little 

thing. 

If we want, we can also just use a call to action. 

 

I’m also going to select player controls now. I want to hide the LeadPlayer Logo. I do want to 

enable Analytics so we just have to make sure we have Analytics setup on the page. Obfuscate 

code; I don’t need to hide the code. The button color I’ll change it slightly. Make it a bit more 

orange. Play button, PLAY. Submit button, YES. You’re Email Address, Please enter it. Save 

that, that’s it. 
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Now we go to My Videos and we just have to add a video. We put the video title, and put the 

YouTube URL. The video size, I do want 16×9 aspect. Do I want it to play, NO. Allow pause, 

YES. Show Timeline, YES. Enable HD Video, NO. Don’t need to change the Thumbnail. I’m 

going to save this. 

 

Back to Videos, and here’s my video. All I need to do is copy the Shortcode and paste it into 

the post. 
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So I’m going to do it now. Edit post. I’m going to replace the video. And view post. 

 

Now we’ve got this nice clean player. You’re going to see how beautiful it looks. 

 

We’re going to play it and it’s got this lovely slim timeline here and it still allows pausing so I’m 

not going to get people crazy. 
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Now if I just go down to the end, there you go. So at the end of the video, it pops up. Join my 

Mailing List! Receive FREE News & Updates. You’re Email Address. 

 

I’m just going to put an email here and it takes me to the Success page. So I’m very happy 

with that. 
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Now what I’ll do obviously, is I’ll replace this new video here.  Save new video, back to videos, 

and I’m going to copy that. 

 

Edit page. Paste. Update. If people are already on my list, they’re just going to come back to 

the same page anyway. But plenty of people come to my About page when they’re not 

necessarily on my list. So that’s why I’m doing it for all videos that are YouTube embeds on my 

blog. 

Installing LeadPlayer on my site has dramatically improved the number of opt-ins from the first 

site that I installed it on. It really does make a nice clean player. I can see that it’s something I’ll 

be putting on any site where I’ll be putting YouTube videos to the public with WordPress it’s a 

great option. 

If you click on the link right near this video, it will take you to my BuyWithBonus LeadPlayer 

Review and I suggest you buy it from there and claim yourself a nice bonus. You’ll be able to 

see that with the Claim your LeadPlayer bonus, you’ll be able to get a lovely bonus. One of my 

training videos for free when you buy LeadPlayer through my site. 
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So I hope you’ve enjoyed this review. It’s a great plugin. You’ve seen it in action and of course 

straight after this video, you’ll see my opt-in for the newsletter. 

If you’re not already on my newsletter, please join. 
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